DESIGNED TO
TRANSFORM
THE CAR WASH WORLD

THE FIRST ROLLOVER
TRANSFORMABLE IN 3 OR 5 BRUSHES

SPECIFICATIONS

THE FIRST
TRANSFORMABLE
ROLLOVER
FLEX5 is the first and only rollover
in the market that is capable of
using either five or three brushes
without changing machines and in just
1 working day.

YOUR NEEDS
ARE OUR COMMAND

FROM 3 TO 5 BRUSHES
AND VICE VERSA

The effectiveness and reliability typical of the
M´NEX range is now paralleled by FLEX5: an
unprecedented rollover with total flexibility and no
limits. Because if needs change in your car
wash facility, your car wash machine can
also change.

ISTOBAL’s R&D department has managed to
develop and patent a new rollover concept
defined by versatility and conversion from
3 to 5 brushes, thus meeting our customers’
present and future needs without making any
new investments.

FLEX5 with 3 brushes

FLEX5 with 5 brushes

DATA SHEET
3 BRUSHES
ZENIT FAIRING

Brush travel and lift by means
of frequency converters, with
10º tilt of vertical brushes for
better wash control

Link-it brush system: available in
link-feel, link-foam and link-tex
materials and in 17 colours

Flexible configuration to
customise programmes, speed
and product dosing control

Optimised rinse and wax
circuits for a perfect finish

Maximum customisation
flexibility: 19 colours available,
large variety of fairings, light
signs and pictograms

5 BRUSHES
XTRA FAIRING

Great variety of drying options:
full dryer, horizontal dryer
with adjustable diffuser and
Smartflow dryer

Includes 3rd wheel in 5-brush
version for additional structure
stability

Up to 30% shorter wash and
dry times compared to 3-brush
machine

3 BRUSHES

WASH HEIGHT

WASH WIDTH

LENGTH OF RAILS

9.000

5 BRUSHES

3 BRUSHES

5 BRUSHES

3 BRUSHES

5 BRUSHES

2.300

2.500

2.700

[7’-6 1/2”]

[8’-2 3/8”]

[8’-10 1/4”]

2.500

2.700

2.500

2.700

2.500

2.700

[8’-2 3/8”]

[8’-10 1/4”]

[8’-2 3/8”]

[8’-10 1/4”]

[8’-2 3/8”]

[8’-10 1/4”]

10.000 11.000

9.000

10.000 11.000

9.000

10.000 11.000

9.000

10.000 11.000

9.000

10.000 11.000

9.000

10.000 11.000

[29’-6”] [32’-9”] [36’-1”] [29’-6”] [32’-9”] [36’-1”] [29’-6”] [32’-9”] [36’-1”] [29’-6”] [32’-9”] [36’-1”] [29’-6”] [32’-9”] [36’-1”] [29’-6”] [32’-9”] [36’-1”]

MINIMUM MACHINE
WIDTH*

3.901

4.101

3.901

4.101

3.901

4.101

[12’-9 5/8”]

[13’-5 1/2”]

[12’-9 5/8”]

[13’-5 1/2”]

[12’-9 5/8”]

[13’-5 1/2”]

MAXIMUM MACHINE
WIDTH**

4.313

4.513

4.313

4.513

4.313

4.513

[14’-1 3/4”]

[14’-9 5/8”]

[14’-1 3/4”]

[14’-9 5/8”]

[14’-1 3/4”]

[14’-9 5/8”]

TOTAL MACHINE
HEIGHT

3.087

3.287

3.487

[10’-1 1/2”]

[10’-9 3/8”]

[11’-5 1/4”]

All measurements in mm [ft-in].

IMAGE
CUSTOMISATION

19 different colours available for FLEX5 customisation:
you can choose just one colour for the structure or
combine two of them on the structure and the fairings,
customising your machine to the full.

FAIRINGS

Available for the Zenit model (lateral or complete) for
the 3 and 5 brush version, and for the Xtra model,
exclusively for the 5 brush version with the possibility of
incorporating Sferic light signs or LED phase lights on
the top fairing.

LIGHT SIGNS AND PICTOGRAMS

They are the perfect option to indicate the different
FLEX5 wash phases. Available versions: Linear, Sferic
and Boomerang, and wide variety of pictograms with
attractive designs.

LINK-IT BRUSHES

Discover the flexibility of ISTOBAL’s link-it brush system:
you can choose up to three different materials (alone or
in combination) and 17 different colours.

FEATURES
SMARTFLOW DRYER

In addition to the full dryer (sides + top scanner), FLEX5
can incorporate the new Smartflow horizontal dryer
patented by ISTOBAL to substantially reduce electricity
use and noise levels.

WHEEL WASH

As the ideal complement to high pressures, we have
several wheel wash systems to ensure thorough rim
cleaning: standard or double telescopic disk wheel
wash + high pressure with 4 or 8 nozzles, or high
pressure wheel wash with 6 rotating nozzles.

ACTIVE MOUSSE GREEN

A new effective and surprising foam. Its attractive and
refreshing colour creates a positive feel during the car
wash process. The sensory experience is completed by
a pleasant cherry smell.

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

The latest communication systems developed by our
R&D department allow the FLEX5 to be monitored
at all times: IW-Manager is our remote control and
management software, and Screen Access is our
remote access software for the command post.

PAYMENT TERMINALS

Connect-a and Codec are the new payment terminals
designed with the latest intuitive technologies to
offer clients a totally personalised and user-friendly
experience. They both include modern payment
systems intended to meet the specific needs of each
individual customer.

GLOSSY TEARS

Latest-generation drying wax. It creates a rain-repellent
layer on the vehicle surface. Visibility under wet
conditions is considerably improved, increasing safety.

NOTE: ISTOBAL, S.A. reserves the right to introduce modifications designed to improve its products.
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